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About This Game

You're the Stranger, a bounty hunter on a mission to find the Legendary Lost Treasure.

To complete the quest, you must explore all the lands that surround you to find the four pieces of map which will give you
access into the Golden Valley.

Along the way you will have to defeat many enemies and retain their gold and useful items to increase your abbilities so that you
might survive the perils.

Once the map is complete, you will then make your way to the golden Valley to find the Legendary Lost Treasure.

But wait! You are not alone in the quest! There are other gunmans know of this lost treasure. Be the first to complete the quest!

Moreover, you are bound to encounter the dangerous Werewolfs, who wander the land. So, beware of this creatures during a full
moon!

Good luck stranger!

Gunman Tales is an old-school action adventure game for 1-4 players set in the wild west and inspired by the legendary game
from Amiga Moonstone: A Hard Days Knight and Cabal
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Let the Adventure begin!
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Title: Gunman Tales
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
FobTi interactive
Publisher:
 FobTi interactive
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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gunman tales igg. gunman tales. gunman's revenge tales of wells fargo. gunman tales review. gunman tales cheats. gunman tales
gameplay. gunman tales скачать. gunman tales pc game. gunman tales download. gunman tales pc. gunman tales steam

If you like Civilization but want a better combat system, faster gameplay, and a permanent medieval setting, this is your game.
Think Civilization and Warcraft 3 in a blender.. its fun im 13 and my brother is 4 and we play this togather. its fun for brother
and brother time. :). Fun game which worked great with X360 controller right out of the gate.

Really enjoyed the pixel art for all of the characters. Another satisfying asteroid style game with the easiest achievements.
10\/10.. "The only thing to distrust is the normal."

Apparently, this game is based on James Buchanan's 1915 novel of the same name, which also influenced the James Bond
series. Go figure. I've never read the novel, but maybe I'll give it a whirl someday. Regardless, I enjoy a good piece of
interactive fiction from time to time, and I feel like I got what I was looking for with The 39 Steps.

Being more of a visual novel, you can expect to do quite a bit of reading; however, that's made enjoyable by the eye-catching
graphics\/art style, excellent voice acting, and lovely soundtrack. From walking around foggy London streets to hiking through
the Scottish countryside, the music and art combine to really enhance the overall mood. Aside from the reading, most of the
game's action sequences revolve around relatively simple scene searches and mouse movements. The latter can feel a bit silly,
especially when you're just going through the motions to open a door or something, but it's what you'd expect from a visual
novel so I wasn't particularly annoyed. Each scene is also relatively short, which offers the player a break from the "action"
(reading).

Definitely recommended for fans of this genre: those who appreciate visual novels, graphic adaptations of novels, etc. I enjoyed
The 39 Steps and will probably play it again someday, much like picking up an enjoyable book for another read.. walkthrough
found !!!! typed in : ' the odyssey crazysoft' gamrgrl walkthrough came up, couldn't play this game without walkthrough,
enjoying nice little adventure game, full of puzzles, solved a few myself, good walkthrough;. i brought this game and i love the
games but this one will NOT open so i cant play it
 i wuld still recommend this game though as ive played it before but it wont open :(. Wasn't sure how the two game styles would
mesh but went into this one blind only knowing that I loved Borderlands and quickly I found this game to be extremely
addictive! So much fun and the story just sweeps you away - there are so many different possible outcomes!
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Amazing for an early access game, specially considering the fact that it's developed by a single individual. If you're looking for a
medieval adventure\/settlement building game then give this game a try. You have a chance to refund it if it's something you
wouldn't enjoy playing or wouldn't want to help out the development of the game over all.

PS: THIS GAME IS A REALLY EARLY ACCESS GAME, SO YOU'RE BOUND TO RUN INTO A BUGS AND
GLITCHES. <3. Really good game and fun to do it^^

but one problem that must be resolved :/ mostly is like impossible to play it due to tools that are far almost from me and that i
have to turn around and may bang my vive controller on my metal bed part or when trying to take the heart or sandvich that i
bang my wooden chair on my right that is next to my desk even if i calibrated well my vive with SteamVR and etc. or when i try
to get on the fridge and i bang my wooden furniture x-x it really needs some fixes and stuff to no bang objects easily x-x also if
they are like far and stuff but the room is too large or something in the game :( can't even work when i'm sitting or just standing
and no move at all x-x hope ya fix those problems someday... (because mostly it drives me crazy to calibrate certain stuff...). 50
cents for a snake game is a bargain, as this snake game has been spiced up considerably. Some would even say it's a solid snake
game
Great graphics, fun ways to upgrade both your current hero and the bonuses you find along the way and the quick gameplay makes
this a fun time waster.. nice to fly handles like a dream 90% of the guages are useable only issue i have with the plane are the lights
the beacons dont work nor do the strobe lights. Hotline Miami is
It simply is itself, I can barely compare it to any other game I've played
At the beginning I snobbed it because I felt it was just some nonsense violent game, and I was KINDA right.
But more in the way that nonsense means hard to understand
Hotline Miami's plot is as thick and abstract\/metaphorical as it can get, and You will play 70% of the game thinking "well I'm not
getting what's this all about but hell I like it a lot.
If the story is really good the fighting system is also really fun to play and to master, mixing together in an extremely worth gaming
experience
You have no excuses it's on sale almost always and it requires about 7 hours to finish, just get it. Game is okay. Simple wave\/tower
defense. Not really much here.. Short: Recommendation bonus if you enjoy 80's style grid-based RPGs such as the early Wizardry
and Might and Magic series or if you enjoy games with that retro feel such as Dark Spire or Class of Heroes 2G. If this is
unfamiliar, then read on to see if this game may be a good fit for you.

Warning: The game is untraditionally balanced and is not for everyone. If you go in with modern RPG expectations and are
unwilling or unable to adapt, you will be disappointed and\/or frustrated with this game. This game will slap this expectation in the
face in the first couple encounters. You can reduce the probability of luck playing a role in your victories by grinding some, but this
game presents many tools in combat and many encounters are like tactical puzzles that you'll need to solve before you can survive
consistently.

I'm still playing through this game and am deeply appreciative of the developer's responsiveness and taking into consideration
suggestions and tweaks. I look forward to future products that they produce.

Noting points, whether they are pluses for some, minuses for others or neutrals.

Controls:
* Use a full-sized keyboard and mouse to control the game with nearly every option accessible by a key alone
* Keybindings cannot be reassigned at this time, so a mouse is strongly recommended if you do not have a full-sized keyboard with
number pad for the NumPad Plus or NumPad Minus to adjust attributes at creation and level ups
* If you're using a gamepad emulator such as Pinnacle Game Profiler or Xpadder, I would recommend assigning to WASD (or
QZSD) for movement and mouse controls at a minimum ~ other options such as Escape, Enter, as well as the letters A through D
may be convenient as well
* There does not seem to be a strafe option at this time, but can get through without it

Gameplay:
* Create up to twelve adventurers, deploy six party members at a time including one that looks kind of like an Arnold-style Conan
* Choose from one of six classes (knight, paladin, archer, thief, priest, sorceror) with one of four races (human, elf, dwarf,
gnome), one of four face portraits per race and gender combo and assign attribute points among seven attributes
* Level ups have random health and spell point gains based on influencing stat, allow for three attribute points to be assigned, and
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award new skills or spells depending on the class
* Options to quick save and load in most locations on most screens
* Navigate first-person through dungeons, moving one square on the map grid a time, engaging in combat and dialogue, managing
party and inventory
* Combat options allow for moving party members into or out of melee range individually or all at once, waiting or protecting
allies, using melee or ranged attacks, using spells, fleeing, using other abilities and possible others that I'm forgetting - to succeed in
this game, it is strongly recommend to take advantage of as many of these options as possible while adapting to enemy tactics
* Combat is turn-based with each character taking a turn per round with the ability to postpone their turn toward the end of the
round
* At least 50 save slots in-game, if not more
* Sound effects match most actions
* The music has been intermittent in my game, such as a discovery scene, quest reward scene or the sound of a battle that just
turned grim
* Occasional game crashes and bugs, but the developer has been communicating regularly with the community and addressing these
issues

Aspects that I enjoyed\/opinionated in addition to the above points:
* Enjoyable art style with realistic art for most portraits and strong contrast on most other aspects that may have a comic-book feel
for some

Untraditional Balance and Modern RPG Expectations Expounded:
* The beginning area is a tutorial area with shockingly high damage values, however, once you adapt to the mechanics, you may be
able to easily run through this beginning area without any deaths or the need to save (though saving is recommended in case of an
unexpected crash) -- armor does make a difference, but most importantly, positioning can prevent enemies from attacking
altogether
* Dipping your toes into the next area can lead to brutal defeats and force you to scrounge for all your options to counter fear,
counter silence on your casters, denying archers clean shots to your healer, changing your leader to a faster character to order
people into a safer position or sometimes going as far as leveling a new party member to counter situations in those areas
* Sorcerors in most fantasy games have easy access to ranged attack spells - this is not initially true and sorcerors may fare better in
melee range until you have more runes or until you're a higher level where you do have those rune-free ranged attack spells
* Initial combat positioning is not static and misreading a situation can and will get you killed - do not assume that your character in
the bottom portraits is out of melee range, double check their movement choices and portrait for cues

ESRBish\/Content Advisory:
* Mostly nude outline of a spirit woman with no nipples and some enemies in busty garments
* Some art with female cleavage - do not recall if there are any bare chested men or man nipples
* Random chance of fighting some violent leopards and you may need to kill them or reload if you do not like hurting animals,
even virtual ones
* Lots of brawling in the streets and in different establishments
* Ability to break into a woman's home where she sits up in bed startled... just before returning somethings precious to her
* Well drawn undead and some scenes depicting villagers being terrorized may instill images of unrest in some

My NEW game is coming soon!:
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Hi folks!

The Steam page of my new game, They Came From The Sky, is now live.

"They Came From the Sky is tiny, retro styled, highly-addictive and fast paced arcade game wherein you take the role of one of
the Flying Saucers in the 1950s with one and only one Mission: Make a delicious juicy Human Smoothie!"

If you like what you see, please, add the game to your wishlist. :)

cheers,
FobTi

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1066940/They_Came_From_the_Sky. Update Patch Notes - August 13, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Update Patch Notes - July 23, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Update Patch Notes - Jun 6, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Update Patch Notes - July 5, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Numgeon, my NEW game, is coming soon!:

Hi folks!

The Steam page of my new game, NUMGEON, is now live.
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Numgeon is tiny, retro styled, highly-addictive and fast paced clicker game.

"Click your way through the darkest dungeons with your mighty heroes!
Slay the monsters, collect gold and gain new upgrades as you progress. Are your fast fingers ready?"

If you like what you see, please, add the game to your wishlist. :)

cheers,
FobTi

https://store.steampowered.com/app/990640/Numgeon
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